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MUNICIPALITY BRINGS
NATURAL LIGHT INTO NEW
ASHBURN VA FIREHOUSE
ENEREF INSTITUTE EXAMINES HOW TUBULAR DAYLIGHT DEVICES
BROUGHT MODERN FEATURES TO A 19TH-CENTURY BUILDING DESIGN
Architect Peter Edivan specified

from the rooftop of the Ashburn,

tubular skylights to transform a 21st-

Virginia, firehouse into the building’s

century-firehouse into a showcase of

interior. Sun Tunnels are designed to

sustainability and traditional 19th-

minimize light loss through the tube,

century building design. Sun Tunnels,

resulting in brighter illumination into

long tubular skylights, brought daylight

the interior space.
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THEY’RE PROBABLY EVEN
A LITTLE BIT BRIGHTER THAN
THE HALLWAY LIGHTS.

S T A N M U R P H Y | Fire Station Project Manager

nature of the reflective surface of
Sun Tunnels, very little light loss
occurs through the tube, even
when the Sun Tunnels are angled.
Though Sun Tunnels do not offer
a direct view of the sky, these
skylights essentially squeeze

During daylight hours, the electric lights can be turned off in
most areas of the second floor
of the new firehouse, according
to Mike Bromley, the contractor
of Chamberlain Construction
Corporation who installed the
skylights.

major structural considerations

every drop of light out of the sys-

or changes.

tem. Lieutenant Fox noticed the
results right away.

“Actually, in daylight mode, the
light coming out is quite intense.

“You can walk down the hallway

They’re probably even a little bit

right now and the skylights are

brighter than the hallway lights

the only lights, and it’s just like

alone,” said Stan Murphy, the Fire

regular lights,” said Fox.

Station Project Manager.
“Even at night, you can see

To achieve a completely glarefree room, Sun Tunnels use a

them… like the lights are on,”

MAXIMIZING DAYLIGHT
IN THE FIREHOUSE

explained Bromley.

To realize the benefits of natural

is optically designed to evenly

the moonlight coming through

prismatic pattern lens. The lens

interor daylight, 27 Sun Tunnels

distribute the sunlight exiting

Sun Tunnels differ from tradi-

were secured to curbs on the fire

the skylight. This effectively

tional skylights in one significant

station’s EDPM flat roof of a syn-

creates the same level of visual

thetic rubber membrane. Con-

comfort expected from a well-

tractor Bromley said he found

designed traditional electric

no problems installing the Sun

lighting system.

way: They are long and can
bend around objects that would
otherwise interfere with—or totally prohibit—the installation of
traditional skylights.
Because Sun Tunnels can be
adjusted during installation, the

Tunnels according to the manufacturer’s directions.

Architect Peter Edivan specified
27 VELUX TCC-022 standard

“Everything seemed to work out

22-inch diameter Sun Tunnels

fine,” said Bromley.

in rooms where there were no

light output lens does not have

windows, including the corri-

to be placed directly underneath

Using a highly reflective specular

the rooftop lens. For example, if

material, Sun Tunnels are special-

an HVAC system sits directly over

ly designed to maximize the use

the point where light is needed,

of sunlight. When sunlight enters

the skylight tubes can be config-

a rooftop lens, the light bounces

ured, or bent, to transfer the light

back and forth down the tube.

into the room—even horizontally.

Multiple bounces can substantial-

Up to 20 feet long, Sun Tunnels

ly reduce light output in a typical

are relatively easy to incorporate

skylight with a diffuse surface.

“The skylights provide plenty of

in a building without the need for

However, due to the specular

illumination,” said Lieutenant Fox.

dor—which serves the perimeter
rooms—and the center core
area leading to the upstairs. He
also specified skylights in the
bedrooms, locker rooms, lounge
area, break room, view room and
bathrooms.
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SUN TUNNELS SKYLIGHTS
Edivan said he chose
VELUX Sun Tunnels
because he knows they’re a
dependable product.

The skylights drove sunlight

“The instructions were clear. I

“We wanted to capture the tradi-

from the rooftop into the room’s

was perfectly happy with the

tion of the fire service to get

24-by-24 acoustical ceiling tile

way it ended up,” said Bromley.

the camaraderie and to really
encourage that—which we think

grid. In the bathroom, round
lenses were set flush into the
drywall celling.

DAYLIGHTING IN THE NEW
FIREHOUSE FACILITY

helps in recruiting and gives us

The old firehouse, which had

said Murphy.

Because Sun Tunnels are so

been built in the 1940s, was

adaptable, Architect Edivan was

grossly inadequate for the num-

able to specify the same model

ber of people and the equipment.

a sense of mission and purpose,”

A committee was involved
throughout the design process,
including the fire chief and as-

for all areas of the firehouse,
despite differences in roof slope

“It was not even close to code

sistant chiefs, giving the architect

and ceiling type. With the help of

compliant,” explained Stan Mur-

direction.

skylight kit accessories, Contrac-

phy, the Fire Station Project Man-

tor Bromley adjusted the direc-

ager. “People who were volun-

tion—or shape—of the skylights

teers back in those days weren’t

in the field. With two 30-degree-

worried about electric code.”

angled elbows per kit, the Sun
Tunnel kits allow the skylights to
fit nearly any structure.

The new firehouse was primarily
designed to meet the needs of a
modern fire department, but the

“We all just sat around the table
and said, ‘What do we want out
of this? How big is it going to
be? What type of features do we
want?’” said Murphy.
Architect Edivan said his client liked the idea of skylights at

Bromley said the VELUX in-

firehouse committee also wanted

structions for the angling elbow

the building to replicate the clas-

system were helpful and well

sic appearance of an early-1900s

“I drew skylights on the draw-

thought out.

fire station.

ings, made the presentation and

first pass.
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area. The fire company built the

I’M LOOKING AT THE LONG-TERM
OPERATION COST. I BASICALLY
DON’T HAVE TO LIGHT THOSE
AREAS DURING THE DAY.

entirely new, 35,000-squarefoot, two-story building next
to their original 65-year-old,
13,000-square-foot station.
Around 5,000 square feet of the
original building was retrofitted
to house a social hall.

L I E U T E N A N T F O X | Fire Chief

The ground floor of the new
firestation houses the trucks,
offices, a kitchen, a dayroom, a
said ‘OK here’s the lighting plan.’

Edivan chose VELUX because

gathering room and the watch

It didn’t take any convincing at

“I know they’re a dependable

room—the heartbeat of the fire

all. They all said ‘that sounds like

product,” he explained. “The de-

station. The second floor includes

a great idea,’” explained Edivan.

tails and the support that Velux

the locker rooms, bedrooms,

“Once everyone saw the skylights in the corridor, I think

provided made me feel warm

administrative services and train-

and confident.”

ing rooms, exercise rooms and
lounge.

honestly they had forgotten I put

For aesthetic appeal, Edivan

them in the project,” said Edivan.

spaced the skylights 12 feet apart

“A fire station should be treat-

“And they were quite pleased to

to create a repetitive, symmetri-

ed—and I treated this one—like a

see how much illumination they

cal pattern of ceiling tiles and

frat house, because it takes a lot

brought into inner corridors for

skylights down the hallway.

of abuse,” said Architect Peter

the building.”

THE LIGHTING PLAN
The challenge for Edivan was to
design the look of a traditional
firehouse using modern, sustainable technologies while staying

“I didn’t do a calculation. It was
a gut call,” he said. “But I didn’t
just throw them on there for the
sake of throwing them on there.

Project Manager Stan Murphy,

ready had windows, skylights

cried out to have the Sun Tunnels,” said Edivan.

and then hitting the trucks.”
And, according to Fire Station

decided on Sun Tunnels.

and in my mind, it just naturally

of bed, going down the fire pole

they can bring to the project.”
Because perimeter rooms al-

wanted this space to function

primarily at night, for rolling out

It was a functionality of what

within budget. Edivan quickly

“I was thinking about how I

Edivan. “The upper floor is used

were not specified for those
rooms. Edivan added blackout
curtains to bunkroom windows

the skylight system has already
proven itself to perform under
harsh conditions. “We had a big
blizzard back in January—close
to 36 inches of snow in one day—
and we had no leaks.”

to help firefighters sleep during
the daylight hours.

The design process for the new
facility took six months, and con-

NEW FACILITY LOCATION
AND DESIGN

struction required an additional

“I’m looking at the long-term

Located about 20 miles outside

cost for the project was $8 mil-

operation cost,” said Fox. “I basi-

of Washington DC in Ashburn,

lion. Most of the cost for build-

cally don’t have to light those

Virginia, the firehouse serves a

ing the new facility was financed

areas during the day.”

heavily populated geographical

with fundraising savings, along

Lieutenant Fox agreed.

18 months to complete. The total
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2ND STORY CORRIDOR
The architect spaced the
skylights 12 feet apart
to create a repetitive,
symmetrical pattern.

with some additional money

quality of the interior light and

“When I take people on tours in

from a volunteer small busi-

overall atmosphere.

the station, it’s one of the things I

nesses alliance. About 20% came
from Loudoun County.

MORE THAN SKYLIGHTS
With Sun Tunnels installed, the
new firehouse doesn’t need to

“Firefighters would hit the light

point out,” said Murphy.

switch and say, ‘Oh, the lights

Architect Edivan summarized the

are already off,’ because of all

success of the natural interior

the daylight coming through,”

daylight this way: “The client is

said Fox.

happy. So, all I can do is smile.”

use any electric lighting in some

Beyond the improved lighting

spaces. However, according to

and cost savings, the Sun Tunnels

Lieutenant Fox, once the building

have become a source of pride,

was completed, the occupants

Stan Murphy noted.

were not even aware of the Sun
Tunnels. But what they did immediately notice, he said, was the

AS PART OF OUR NATURAL INTERIOR DAYLIGHT INITIATIVE,
Eneref Institute interviewed participants in the planning and implementation.
Interviewees included Fire Station Project Manager Stan Murphy and Fire Chief Lt. Fox;
Architect Peter Edivan and Contractor Mike Bromley from Chamberlain Construction

v27-1

Corporation and Bruce Mosher, Product Manager of VELUX.
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LEAD BY
EXAMPLE.
THE NATURAL INTERIOR DAYLIGHT INITIATIVE
IS A CAMPAIGN TO PRESERVE OUR NATURAL
RESOURCES AND PROMOTE NICER LIGHTING IN
OUR HOMES AND BUILDINGS.

E N E R E F I N S T I T U T E launched the Natural Interior Daylight

Initiative to champion solutions in line with our mission that
deliver sound ideas to significant market influencers. The
initiative is designed to encourage responsible behavior
within public and private organizations, municipalities and
corporations by offering common-sense solutions that
achieve effective results.
Our Virtual Campus is the repository for our Advocacy
Reports and Web Forums. Visit eneref.org.

LEAD OTHERS. INFLUENCE CAUSE. DRIVE CHANGE.

eneref.org

PR FOR
PL ANET EARTH ™
Every organization possesses
the opportunity to improve
our planet and society.
Our initiatives encourage organizations
to grow sustainably and act responsibly by
raising awareness for clear, specific solutions
that offer an efficient use of natural resources,
demonstrate social responsibility and foster
a peaceful, earth-friendly economy.
We launch initiatives designed to encourage
the best that commerce has to offer—for
people and for our planet. We promote the
idea that being resource-efficient and socially
responsible is also profitable. Our Advocacy
Reports demonstrate the benefits of
successful solutions.

PHILADELPHIA. LONDON. NAIROBI. BOGOTÁ. MANILA.

twitter.com/eneref

facebook.com/eneref

917.779.8600 |

eneref.org

vimeo.com/eneref

